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Abstract—Graph-based groupwise registration methods are widely used in atlas construction. Given a group of 

images, a graph is built whose nodes represent the images, and whose edges represent a geodesic path between two 

nodes. Distribution of images on the image manifold is explored through edge traversal in the graph. The final atlas is 

a mean image at the population center of the distribution on the manifold. The procedure of warping all images to the 

mean image turns to dynamic graph shrinkage in which nodes become close to each other. Most conventional 

groupwise registration frameworks construct and shrink the graph without considering the local distribution of the 

images on the dataset manifold and local structure variations between image pairs. Neglecting local information 

regarding data distribution and image similarity fundamentally compromises accuracy and computational time when 

population atlases are being built for organs with large inter-subject anatomical variability. To overcome this problem, 

this paper proposes a global-local graph shrinkage approach that can generate accurate atlases rapidly. A connected 

graph is constructed automatically based on global similarities across the images to explore the global distribution. A 

local image distribution obtained using image clustering is used to simplify the edges of the constructed graph. 

Subsequently, local image similarities refine the deformation estimated through global image similarity for each image 

warping along the graph edges. Through the proposed warping, the overall simplified graph gradually shrinks, 

respecting both global and local features, and with the final atlas as the result. The proposed method is evaluated on 61 

synthetic and 20 clinical liver datasets, and the results are then compared with those of six state-of-the-art groupwise 

registration methods. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms non-global-local methods 

approaches in being faster and 70% more accurate. 
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1. Introduction 

Computational atlases are a cornerstone in statistical analysis of biological variation in clinical trials and 

population imaging studies. Atlases provide reference frames for comparing groups and populations, and they 

contribute useful prior information regarding anatomy and function for other medical image computing tasks [1-5]. 

Analyzing population imaging data by registering a group of images can assist in highlighting meaningful 

functional and structural disparities between subject groups or over time, [6-8]. Previous studies on population 

imaging analysis have applied groupwise registrations to construct atlases of various organs [9]. However, only a 

few studies have reported the successful application of these approaches in registering large image sets of 

deformable visceral organs (e.g. liver) involving wide anatomical variability. Registering high-dimensional 

inter-subject organs with large anatomical differences to a common space is time-consuming and produces errors in 

the deformation estimation. Therefore, accurate and rapid analysis would be of substantial value for population data. 

Groupwise registration registers a group of images to a common space to obtain an atlas. Groupwise registration 

using a dynamic template image has been proposed to guide groupwise registration without a specific template. 

Group-mean-based approaches [10, 11] generate a group mean image as a template for registration in each iteration. 

The group mean image is a linear average of all images in the group, and all images are directly registered to the 

template image until the differences between the images are small. Given large differences across images in a group, 

the initial group mean image is not sufficiently sharp to achieve an accurate registration between each image in the 

population and the initial group-mean image. The fuzzy mean image used in Group-mean-based methods leads to an 

unrecoverable information loss [9] in anatomical structure. To compensate for performance loss, a sharp mean 

image computed in SharpMean [12] is treated as an alternative to the fuzzy group mean image in each iteration. In 

[12], the weight of each image for averaging is adjusted adaptively to generate a sharp mean image. The weights are 

computed according to the difference between the mean image acquired from the previous iteration and each image 

inside the dataset. In the initial iteration, the image with the closest distance to other images is selected as the initial 

mean image. The sharp mean image is a template image used to guide the registration of other images. Although a 

sharp mean image is provided for groupwise registration, the atlas obtained by SharpMean is of a limited accuracy 

as a result of directly registering images with large differences. Hoogendoorn et al. proposed the groupwise mutual 

information-based method (GWMI) for estimating a high-resolution atlas [13]. This method uses groupwise mutual 

information to compare a single image with other images in the dataset. The single image having the largest value of 

groupwise mutual information is close to the mean of the population and is selected as a template. All images are 

directly registered to the template image and the corresponding deformations are estimated. The estimated 

deformations are then averaged linearly to obtain a mean deformation. The template image is warped and updated 

by the mean deformation until the mean deformation is an identity deformation, and the updated template image 

guides the registration of the images in the dataset. Tang et al. proposed a method [14] based on dynamic directed 

graphs (DDG), in which a graph can be built using the minimum spanning tree (MST), and the edges are weighted 

by the differences between images. An image in the population with the shortest path between it and other images is 

taken as the root image in the graph, and the non-root images are registered to the corresponding parent images in 

the graph. The differences between images change in each iteration. DDG are used to guide the groupwise 



registrations of the images. All non-root images are registered to the root image along the edges in the DDG. Unlike 

methods that directly register the images to a template image, [14] registers the images with their parent images as 

intermediate templates to achieve higher accuracy [15]. Shen et al. [9] proposed the atlas building by self-organized 

registration and bundling (ABSORB) algorithm, the critical step in which is the determination of the neighborhood 

for each image per iteration. This determination is associated with a tentatively estimated template image and 

distribution of the image. That template image is the median image on the learned manifold, which is positioned 

close to the final atlas which is the population center of the distribution on the learned manifold. Each image is 

warped toward its neighbors closest to the distribution center. However, the neighborhood for each image is selected 

regardless of the global distribution of the overall images. Through iterations, several nearby images converge 

spontaneously, and the image set is partitioned into sub-groups. The multiple sub-groups cannot construct an 

accurate atlas for the image set [11], and template-based groupwise registrations, such as ABSORB, are potentially 

biased toward the selected or estimated dynamic template image.  

Groupwise registration without a template offers a great advantage in no longer requiring the selection or 

estimation of a template image. Hierarchical unbiased graph shrinkage (HUGS) [16] was proposed to compute an 

atlas using an undirected graph without a template. In this method, distributing the images in a dataset is modeled in 

terms of an undirected graph in which each image is a node and each edge represents a geodesic pathway between 

two nodes. To avoid the convergence to multiple sub-groups through iterations, the edges in the graph are selected 

by a threshold to link all images with the global distribution of the dataset. And the threshold is optimized by 

line-search. In line-search process, both step size and precision must be manually specified to adapt for the input 

dataset. An undirected graph is then constructed based on the selected edges, and the global distribution on an image 

manifold is modeled via the graph. All images are registered along the edges, and the corresponding deformations 

are estimated. For each image in the dataset, the estimated deformations between it and the connected images are 

averaged with global weights. Each image is warped by the average deformation. Through iterations, the difference 

between the images decreases and the graph shrinks to a population center, which is the final atlas [9, 12, 16]. HUGS 

avoids the potential bias resulting from template selection or estimation by using the global distribution. However, 

given that optimization is based on the global data distribution of the image set, a common threshold for an entire 

dataset might be suboptimal. Neglecting local data distributions, an inappropriate threshold might increase the 

number of edges and lead to redundant registrations. An excess of image registrations can result in averaging too 

many deformations, which can weaken the deformations toward the final atlas and decelerate the convergence 

process. Meanwhile, image warping with global weights is less sensitive or ignores local differences between 

images linked in the graph. Considerable inter-subject variations can affect the accuracy of the final atlas [16].  

This paper proposes a novel groupwise registration method in which a graph and its shrinkage are refined through 

the use of global-local information at two levels. The first level is the global-local information of the image 

distribution on the manifold. A connected graph is constructed to model the global distribution. A basic node in this 

graph represents an individual image, and an edge represents the geodesic pathway between two such images. Edges 

in the graph are pruned using image clustering by temporarily storing local image distributions within each class. 

The second level accounts for global-local image structure similarities. At this level, deformation estimation is 

achieved using image- and patch-wise registrations that capture global-local similarities between the linked images. 

To build the final atlas, we warp each image by the mean of all inflowing estimated deformations at the 



corresponding node and traverse the graph shrinkage accumulating the warps. 

The main contributions of this work are summarized: (1) a graph is automatically constructed to model the global 

distribution of the dataset on the image manifold without a priori templates; (2) higher computational efficiency 

through requiring fewer edges is achieved by maintaining the local distributions on the image manifold; (3) 

improved accuracy of the resultant atlas by capturing both global and local variations of each image on the manifold 

in the graph shrinkage process. 

The remainder of this paper is summarized as follows. The method section explains the construction and 

mathematical formulation of the weighted shrinkage of the simplified graph. The experiment section discusses the 

theoretical derivation and systematically evaluates the performance of the proposed method using synthetic and 

clinical datasets. The results of the proposed method are then compared with those of Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, 

ABSORB, SharpMean, and HUGS. The discussion section presents the analysis and evaluation results.  

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed groupwise registration method. 

 

2. Method 

Fig. 1 summarizes the proposed global-local graph shrinkage for groupwise registration. The proposed 

framework is divided into three principal parts, graph construction, edge simplification, and weighted shrinkage. 

The output of each part is shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. In graph construction, the affine-aligned images (e.g., liver 

images) are inputs for the nodes in the graph, and the similar measurements between any two images are computed. 

Then, a threshold is calculated using fuzzy set theory based on the similarities between the images. The edges 

between two images in the graph are then selected by comparing their similarities and the calculated threshold. A 

connected graph linking all nodes via edges is constructed. In edge simplification, all images are clustered into 

several classes to strengthen the information of local image distribution and simplify the edges in the graph. The 

intra- and interclass redundant edges are then removed. In weighted shrinkage, the global weights of the whole 

deformations between the directly connected images are determined. Based on the local variations, the local weights 

are computed and used to refine the whole deformation of each image in local areas. The deformations between 



directly connected images are averaged using the refined weights and are then used to warp the source image. Image 

warping reduces the differences between images, and the simplified graph gradually shrinks. All images are 

eventually warped to a common space, and a final atlas is obtained. 

 

2.1 Graph construction 

Let us assume that  : 1,2,iV I i N   and  : , 1,2,
ij

E e i j N   are the node and edge sets, respectively, 

while ( , )G V E  is the associated graph. i
I  is an image and N is the number of images in the dataset. If an edge exists 

between i
I  and 

j
I , then 1

ij
e  ; otherwise, 0

ij
e  . The edges provide a dynamic sequence of deformations (path) 

that warps each image in the dataset into the final atlas. Hence, to guide the way to an accurate atlas with the edges, 

the following two conditions must be satisfied [16]: 

Condition 1: There is at least one path connecting any two images.  

Condition 2: The number of edges in the graph is minimal.  

To select the edge set E that satisfies the above conditions, an optimal threshold H is computed using a fuzzy 

clustering algorithm [17]. Edges are preserved if the similarities between the images are greater than or equal to H; 

otherwise, they are removed. Let 
ij

R  represent the similarity between the i
th

 image i
I  and the j

th
 image 

j
I , with 

, [1, ]i j N . 
ij

R  is computed as follows:  

( , )
1 if 

max( ( , ))

1 otherwise

i j

i jij

d I I
i j

d I IR


  




                                                          (1) 

where ( , )
i j

d I I  is the geodesic distance between i
I  and 

j
I  on the image manifold. To compute this distance, the 

velocity 
ij

v  from i
I  to 

j
I  is obtained as in [18], and 

ij
v  is a constant velocity [18]. ( , )

i j
d I I  is the norm of the 

velocity and is presented by 
ij

v  as follows: 

( , )=
i j ij

d I I v                                                                            (2) 

According to the reflexive and symmetric principles in [19], 1
ii

R   and ij ji
R R , with , [1, ]i j N . R is a fuzzy 

binary relation with components  ijR . The transitive closure matrix ( )t R  [19] containing R is the smallest relation 

on the image set computed as follows:  

( )    if k k k k
t  R R R R R                                                               (3) 

where k is a positive integer, and  denotes the max-min composed operation [17]. The values of ( ) [0,1]
ij

t R  are 

the individual components in ( )t R . As a consequence of (3), ( )t R  satisfies the properties of reflexivity and 

symmetry [20].  

The different non-zero values of ( )
ij

t R  are designated as ˆ , 1,2,...,
f

H f F  in which F represents the number of 

different non-zero values. ˆ
f

H  is the threshold for clustering the images. If ˆ( )
i j f

t HR , then images i
I  and j

I  are 

clustered in the same class, and there must be at least one path connecting them; otherwise, these images exist in 



separate classes with no connecting path. This setting suggests that ˆmin( )
f

H  is the maximum threshold that 

clusters all images in the same class, and the edges selected by ˆmin( )
f

H  satisfies Conditions 1 and 2 (an example is 

detailed in Appendix A). The optimal threshold H is represented as ˆmin( )
f

H H .  

Therefore, in R, if 
ij

R H , then images i
I  and 

j
I  are connected by an edge, and 1

ij
e  . ( , )G V E  is constructed 

by selecting the edges linking images with similarities higher than the optimal threshold H. In the edge set E, 
ij

e  is 

derived as follows: 

1      if 

0      otherwise

ij

ij

R H
e


 


                                                                (4) 

Condition 1 guarantees that ( , )G V E  is a connected graph linking all images in the dataset together. Given that 

( , )
i j

d I I  is the distance on the image manifold, ( , )G V E  models the global distribution of all images on the 

manifold. Fig. 2 shows a sample connected graph. In this figure, nine inter-subject livers are distributed on the 

manifold, and the edges are selected based on the distances on this manifold. 

 

Fig. 2. Connected graph. 

 

The optimal threshold H computed by the fuzzy clustering is similar to that computed in HUGS [16], which uses 

a line-search method. The search range in HUGS is [0,  max( ( , ))]
i j

d I I , which covers the entire domain of the 

differences between any two images. Meanwhile, both step size and precision in the search must be reconfigured 

manually in the search process to adapt to the different input datasets. The proposed method simplifies the entire 

line-search process by computing H following the fuzzy clustering principle without step size and precision.  

The fuzzy clustering here is based on the global similarities across the images and is used in the graph 

construction to compute the threshold.  

 

2.2 Edge simplification 

The influence of specific images in the dataset that reflects features could be lost if the selected edges in the 

constructed graph overlook the contribution of local distribution on the image manifold. These selected edges are 



superfluous for the specific images. Having more edges will also lead to more registrations and a huge calculation 

burden. This paper proposes a novel graph simplification method based on local distributions to strengthen the local 

linkage and remove superfluous edges.  

In contrast to the use of fuzzy clustering in graph construction, affinity propagation clustering [21] is used here to 

overcome the limitations of graphs based only on global similarities. All images are clustered into several classes, 

and the number of clusters is determined automatically using the affinity propagation. The superfluous edges are 

divided into inter- and intraclass edges. The intraclass edges are superfluous edges in the same class, while the 

interclass edges are superfluous edges across different classes. Based on the image clustering results, suppose that 

m
V  is the clustered image set in the m

th
 class, m

E  is the corresponding edge set between the images in m
V , and M is 

the number of the clustered classes. Then, ( , ),  ( 1,2, , )
m m m

G V E m M  are subgraphs associated with different 

classes. The set of all subgraphs is a partition of the original graph and satisfies these conditions:  

1 2

1 2

    if  and , 1,2, ,

m n

m

m n

m

V V

V V V V
m n m n M

E E

E E E E

 
       
   

                                        (5) 

To simplify the intraclass superfluous edges in G, the edges in each subgraph are filtered using MSTs. The edge 

between the images i
I  and 

j
I  in a subgraph is weighted by ( , )

i j
d I I . An MST is a simplified subgraph 

( , )
m m m

G V E   in which m
E   is the edge set in MST without redundant edges. The difference set in (6) is computed to 

delete all intraclass redundant edges. Then, a new graph ( , )G V E   can be deduced:  

             1 1 1 1 1 1, , , , , ,
m m m m m m

G V E G V E G V E G V E G V E G V E                                 (6) 

To prune interclass superfluous edges in G, the edges between subgraphs ,  ( 1,2, , )
m

G m M  are filtered based 

on the connections of the class center. In G, the neighborhood set of I consists of the directly connected images. The 

differences between I and the directly connected images are small. The class center image identified using affinity 

propagation is generally near the distribution center on the manifold of the images in each class, indicating that the 

neighborhood of the class center must be included in the same class. If the class center image and an image in the 

neighborhood do not belong to the same class, the edge between them is redundant. These redundant edges will be 

removed. However, when the center is placed near the border of the class owing to the small number of class 

members, the center image in this class might be the only node connected to the other class with edges. Deleting 

these edges can separate the graph into two individual classes, violating Condition 1. Therefore, these edges must be 

retained to ensure connectivity between any two images in the dataset. 



 

Fig. 3. Edge removal. 

 

Based on the simplified edge set  : , 1,2,
ij

E e i j N   , redundant edges across different classes are removed, 

and a further simplified edge set  : , 1,2,
ij

E e i j N    can be obtained as follows: 

 

Algorithm  Interclass superfluous edge removal 

Input:  Simplified edge set E   after intraclass superfluous edge removal 

Output: Simplified edge set E  after interclass superfluous edge removal 

 

E E   

For i=1:N 

For j=1:N 

If i
I C  and i j

NI NI , where C represents the set constituted by the center 

image of each class, while i
NI  and j

NI  denote the class indices of i
I  and j

I . 

0
ij

e    

Update E  
If E  do not meet Condition 1 

1
ij

e   

Update E  
End 

End 

End 

End 

 

A graph ( , )G V E   is constructed based on the edge set E , with G  being a mixture of mesh and tree structures 

(the mixture is detailed in Appendix B). Fig. 3 illustrates redundant edge removal. The centers and members of 

three classes are labeled using squares and circles, respectively. The green edges are removed directly because of the 

MST in each class. The yellow edge is also removed because a clear separation must be maintained between the 



center of one class and the member of another class. The red edges must not be removed to ensure the connectivity 

of the graph. The remaining red and black edges in the figure comprise the structure of a new graph with a simplified 

edge set. 

After applying the simplification procedure, all images in the graph must be registered iteratively along the edges 

in ( , )G V E  . The image clustering result is modified after the registrations because the differences between images 

have been changed. Despite maintaining the entire topology of the dataset, a fixed graph cannot be the optimal 

structure for accurate calculation of the atlas during the iterations. Instead of using the fixed graph, the proposed 

method dynamically constructs graphs during each iteration process. Given that the hidden relationships between 

any two images are detected in each iteration, the principal difference between the images is stored through the 

edges of the dynamic graph. The entire topology of the dataset is eventually preserved. 

After the simplification, the local linkage of each image is strengthened. The pair images with the highest 

similarity are linked. According to (2), the similarity is the norm of the velocity. This indicates the scale of the 

deformation between the images. And the scale relates directly to the accuracy of the registration. If the scale is 

large, the accuracy is low; otherwise, it is high. In graph shrinkage, E  will provide the registration patch for each 

image to decompose the large-scale-deformation registration into multiple registrations with small deformations. 

Given the small deformations, these multiple registrations estimate an accurate deformation used as an initialization 

of the large deformation can help the registration starting from near the global optimum and searching along the 

correct direction.  

 

2.3 Weighted shrinkage 

In the graph shrinkage, the deformation on the manifold between the linked images is firstly estimated using 

symmetric log-domain diffeomorphic (SLDD) [18] method, summarized as follows. The systematic energy 

function of SLDD is formulated in terms of the forward and backward energy functions forwEnergy  and backEnergy

, as follows:  

 
1

sys forw backEnergy ( , , ) Energy ( , , ) Energy ( , , )iji j ij i j ij j i
I I s I I s I I s

                                             (7) 

where ij
s  is the deformation that warps i

I  to j
I , and 

1

ij
s


 is the inverse deformation that warps j

I  to i
I . The 

deformations ij
s  and 

1

ij
s


 in the image space are projected through the exponential mapping to the velocity ij
v  on 

the image manifold. Therefore,  

exp( )
ij ij

s v                                                                   (8) 

1 exp( )
ij ij

s v
                                                                  (9) 

The systematic energy function can be rewritten as follows:  

forw back forw back1

sys forw backEnergy ( , , , , ) Energy ( , , , ) Energy ( , , , )iji j ij i j ij j i
I I v u u I I v u I I uv

                        (10) 

where 
forw

u  and 
back

u  are the forward and backward update velocities, respectively. Given an initial velocity ij
v , 

forwEnergy  is optimized to compute the update velocities forw
u : 

 forw

forwargmin Energyu                                                            (11) 



backEnergy  is optimized to compute back
u  as (11). forw

u  and back
u  are then combined to update the velocity: 

  ,
ij ij ij

v Z v v                                                              (12) 

 forw back / 2
ij

v G u u                                                      (13) 

where G is a Gaussian kernel and  ,Z    is computed through Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula: 

   21 1
, , , ,

2 12
ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij

Z v v v v v v v v v v                                                 (14) 

   ,
ij ij ij ij ij ij

v v v v v v                                                              (15) 

The optimal velocity field ij
v  is obtained through the forward and backward optimizations in each iteration. The 

velocity fields and corresponding deformations that deform i
I  to the linked images are estimated using (12). For i

I , 

the deformation to warp i
I  is a weighted average of the deformations between i

I  and its linked images. Most 

existing groupwise registration methods linearly average multiple deformations with equal weights in the original 

image space. Consequently, this weight is the global weight for the whole deformation of i
I . A global weight for the 

whole deformation ignores local variation between pair images. Here, i
I  is warped toward images that greatly differ 

from it. Dissimilar linked images might bias the overall average deformation owing to large anatomical differences 

that depart from the mean image at the population center of the distribution. This can considerably slow down graph 

shrinkage. The deformation of the whole image is not in a linear space [22]. Consequently, the global deformation 

which is a linear combination in the original space of images will decrease the accuracy of the groupwise 

registration.  

To address these problems, adaptively adjusted global and local weights are proposed for the velocity during the 

averaging process on the image manifold. 

The following rules are defined for determining the global weight global
w : (i) if the image is only directly 

connected to an image, then the global weight for the corresponding velocity is equal to one; (ii) if the image is 

directly connected to multiple images, then the global weights for the corresponding velocities are shared by (16) 

below. For instance, if i
I  is connected to j

I  that is one of the multiple connected images, then the global weight 

ij

global
w  for the corresponding velocity from image i

I  to j
I  can be calculated as follows:  

1

1
, 1

1

i

ij

N
ijglobal global

ij
j

j

n
w w

d N 
  


                                                 (16) 

where ij
n  is the number of images in the set that is separated from all linked edges and contains j

I . 1
j

d  is the 

mean factor for j
I , N is the number of the images in the dataset, and i

N  is the number of connected images of i
I . 

The global weights are naturally normalized. Given that j
d , ij

n  and 1N   are larger than zeros, the value of 
ij

global
w  

lies in the interval  0,1 . For the connections of i
I  differing from j

I , 
ij

global
w  might be unequal to 

ji

global
w . 

The final atlas is located at the center of the distribution on the image manifold and approaches more images [23]. 

Therefore, according to (16), the warping tendency of each image can be gravitated toward its connected image set 



with many members in the dataset. Fig. 4 shows a simple example of global weight determination with ten images 

(N = 10). In this figure, three edges BA
E  , BC

E  and BD
E  link B

I  with A
I , C

I  and D
I , respectively, in a graph 

( , )G V E   with the simplified edge set. 
BA

global
w , 

BC

global
w  and 

BD

global
w  are the weights of the deformations on the 

manifold from B
I  to A

I , C
I  and D

I . All of the images are separated by the three edges into three image sets A
S , 

which contains A
I , B

S , which contains B
I , and CD

S , which contains the other images. Based on these sets, BA
n , 

BC
n , BD

n  and the corresponding mean factors are computed. According to (16), global

BC
w  is equal to global

BD
w , and is 

four times larger than 
BA

global
w . As shown in Fig. 4 (a), A

I  is far away from most of other images on the image 

manifold, indicating that A
I  greatly differs from the other images. For B

I , the distribution center on the image 

manifold is located closer to both C
I  and D

I  than to A
I . Therefore, B

I  must be warped toward the direction of the 

connected image set that contains C
I  and D

I . However, owing to the large difference between A
I  and B

I  , the 

deformation on the manifold from B
I  to A

I  is larger than that from B
I  to C

I  and that from B
I  to D

I . In Fig. 4 (b), 

if these deformations are averaged with equal global weights, then B
I  will be warped along the direction of A

I  on 

the image manifold. The warping of B
I  toward the final atlas is thereby decelerated. In contrast, in the proposed 

method, BA
v , BC

v  and BD
v  are averaged on the manifold with different global weights to obtain the deformation of 

B
I . Therefore, the deformation BA

v  that warps B
I  toward the opposite direction of the population center is 

weakened in the averaging. 

 

Fig. 4. Determining the weights for the deformations between an image and the connected images. (a) is the 

connections of image B
I  in the graph. (b) shows the deformations from B

I  to its connected images. 

 

The linear operation multiplying the whole deformation by the determined global weight ignores local anatomical 

variations. Therefore, a local weight is proposed to compensate for the global deformation in the local area. To 

determine local weights, key points on each class center image are extracted. The extracted key points on different 

class center images are different. Key points on the class members are points at the same position as those on the 



corresponding class center image. Patches centered at key points on the images are then extracted. The difference 

between the deformation of a patch and that of a whole image in a local area is used to determinate the local weight. 

Given that key points on the images in each class are identical, the local weight compensates only for local 

deformations between images of the same class. Within each class, for corresponding images  and , the local 

optimal velocity between a patch  on , and the corresponding patch  on  can be calculated using SLDD. 

According to (10), the systematic energy function for patches is given as follows: 

     -1
forw back forw back

sys , forw , back ,Energy , , , , =Energy , , , Energy , , ,
q p q p q p

patch patch patch

q p P P patch patch q p P P patch p q P P patch
P P v u u P P v u P P v u   

 
       (17) 

where ,  is the number of key points on , and  is the velocity at patch scale.  and  are 

forward and backward update velocities at patch scale, respectively. The local optimal velocity 
,q p

patch

P P
v  is obtained 

through the optimization of (17). 

The weight  
q

local

P
w   at the local area of 

q
P  is given as follows: 

    ,NCC ,
q q p q

local patch

P P P ij P
w v v                                                         (18) 

where 
qij P

v   is ij
v  for whole image in the local area of q

P . Normalization cross correlation (NCC), a metric used to 

evaluate the between two velocities, takes values in  1,1  . Therefore,  1,1
q

local

P
w   . After computations of the 

weights at all local patches, we reconstruct a dense weight map 
rec local

ij
w


 for the whole velocity field based on the 

local weights 
q

local

P
w . Since the patches in an image might overlap, the local weights of the corresponding patches are 

averaged in overlap areas.  

The optimal weight ij
w  for the velocity ij

v  is calculated based on 
rec local

ij
w


 and 

global

ij
w , as follows: 

                                           (19) 

where  is a Gaussian kernel for smoothing 
rec local

ij
w


,  is the number of linked images and  is a small 

constant. Given ,  takes values in  0,2 . When ij
w  equals to zero, the corresponding 

velocity  is not used to guide the deformation of . And the edge  between  and  is broken which 

destroys the linkage of the graph G . Therefore,  is introduced to prevent ij
w  from equaling to zero, thereby 

ensuring that  0,1
ij

w  . Given the proposed local weight, ij
w  is a non-linear weight for the whole image velocity. 

Based on ij
w , the velocity field i

v  of i
I  is a weighted average of estimated velocity fields on the manifold in each 

iteration and can be calculated as follows: 

1

iN

i ij ij ij
j

v w e v
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The deformation i
T  can be estimated through exponential mapping: 
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exp( )
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As the step proposed in HUGS, t  can be used to accelerate graph shrinkage and i
T   can be estimated as follows:  

exp( )
i i

T t v                                                                 (22) 
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Images in the data set will be warped to the final atlas with the weight obtained in each iteration. The differences 

between the images decrease with the magnitude of the image warping. To monitor these difference, an energy 

function of the groupwise registration is constructed as follows:  

 2 2

, 1 , 1

Groupwise-Energy= , =
N N

ij i j ij ij
i j i j

e d I I e v
 

                                         (24) 

The derivative of the groupwise energy is as follows: 

           2

. 1

Groupwise-Energy 4 1
N

ij ij ij ij
i j

div e w w v k


    
 

                               (25) 

Given  0,1
ij

w  , this derivative is negative (The proof is detailed in Appendix C). Therefore, throughout 

weighted graph shrinkage, the groupwise energy decreases, and all images are warped to a convergent atlas. 

 

3. Experiment and Discussion  

The proposed groupwise registration method is evaluated using synthetic and clinical datasets. The normalized 

mutual information (NMI), the mean squared difference (MSD) and the Hausdorff distance (HDD) are taken as 

evaluation criteria to assess the registration accuracy of the proposed method. The synthetic dataset of Jia et al. [9] is 

used to assess the proposed method, which is also compared with other existing methods, including Group-mean 

[10], GWMI [13], DDG [14], ABSORB [9], SharpMean [12] and HUGS [16]. The proposed method is compared 

with Group-mean, GWMI, ABSORB and SharpMean methods to examine the advantages of the graph-based 

framework without a template at the bias of the resultant atlas. Furthermore, the proposed method is compared with 

DDG and HUGS methods to examine the advantages of using the local distribution at the rapid groupwise 

registration. For the proposed method, the graph shrinkages with global and global+local weight are also compared 

to examine the advantages of using the local compensation for the whole deformation at the accuracy of the resultant 

atlas. The proposed method is then examined to demonstrate its accuracy and efficiency in registering clinical liver 

CT images obtained from the SLIVER 2007 MICCAI Grand Challenge Workshop [24]. A liver probabilistic atlas 

(LPA) is constructed by the proposed method. The histogram entropy is used to evaluate fuzziness of the atlas:  

 
1

log
binN

i i
i

EN pb pb
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i
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where i
b  and ( )NM   denote the i

th
 histogram bin and corresponding voxel number, respectively. Here, bin

N  

denotes the number of bins used in the histogram. In the foreground of LPA, the intensity range is  0,1 . If the 

intensities of all voxels in the foreground are equal to one, so the corresponding probability pb  is equal to one, and 



the boundary of this atlas is sharp. According to (26), the histogram entropy of this atlas is equal to zero. Therefore, 

if the result of (26) approaches zero, the boundary of the atlas is sharp; otherwise is blurred. 

A mean shape model can be extracted from LPA. The dice similarity coefficient (DSC) is taken as the accuracy 

measure of the extracted mean shape model. DSC is computed as follows to measure the overlap degree between the 

regions of two arbitrary images i
I  and 

j
I :  

2 ( )
DSC

( ) ( )

i j

i j

Num I I

Num I Num I
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where ( )Num   is the regional voxel number. The accuracy of the model is measured by computing the DSC 

between the mean shape model and the warped images after groupwise registration. 

 

3.1 Evaluation for synthetic dataset 

As shown in Fig. 5, the synthetic dataset consists of 61 (20×3+1) two-dimensional (2D) images which are 

distributed in three branches, each branch (with 20 images) is generated from the same base image. Therefore, the 

base image is the original undistorted image and the ground truth. The size of each image is 256×256. There are two 

labels, viz. 64 and 128, representing the different tissues in the foreground of these images. The background 

intensity is zero. The baseline image in this dataset represents the ground truth, which is deformed to generate 

images of three types. Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, ABSORB, SharpMean, HUGS, and the proposed method are all 

used to construct the atlas using the synthetic dataset. To examine the advantages of the global+local weighting for 

the proposed method, graph shrinkage with global and global+local weights are tested, respectively.  

 

Fig. 5. Simulated dataset 

 



 

Fig. 6. Distribution of the synthetic dataset and warped images in the projected 2D space. (a) shows the original 

dataset. (b-g) show the results of Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, ABSORB, SharpMean, and HUGS, respectively. (h) 

and (i) show the results of the proposed graph shrinkage with global and global+local weights, respectively. 

 

To illustrate the shrinkage process, all original and warped images obtained through the registration are projected 

to a 2D space using principal component analysis (PCA) as shown in Fig. 6. In Figs. 6 (a) through (j), the blue 

circles represent the original data, the solid blue dot represents the ground truth, and the solid red dots represent the 

warped images. Fig. 6 (a) shows the 2D distribution of the original dataset, while Figs. 6 (b) through (g) show the 

final registration results of Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, ABSORB, SharpMean, and HUGS. Figs. 6 (h) and (i) show 

the results of the proposed graph shrinkage with the global and global+local weights, respectively. 

Based on the projection results of PCA, the distance between the red and blue solid dots in Fig. 6 represents the 

similarity between the final atlas and the ground truth. The shorter distance denotes the higher similarity. For 

Group-mean, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), the local differences between image types result in blurring of the initial mean 

image. The registration accuracy of Group-mean decreases considerably because of the fuzziness of the initial mean 

image. Given that the differences between the warped images are not small, these images do not converge to an 

image that is a point in a 2D space. The groupwise mutual information is used to select an image in the dataset as an 

initial sharp template image in GWMI. Through mean deformation, the initial template image is warped to the final 



atlas with high resolution as indicated by a red dot in the 2D space in Fig. 6 (c). In contrast to GWMI, DDG method 

uses the dynamic directed graph to guide the groupwise registration of images. These images are registered to their 

parent images along the edges toward the final atlas, and the accuracy of the registration from the image to the final 

atlas is improved through the parent image. The warped images converge to a red dot in Fig. 6 (d), resulting in a 

high-resolution atlas. Although GWMI and DDG result in high-resolution atlases, the red dot is far away from the 

blue solid dot in the 2D space. Therefore, given the bias in selecting the initial mean image, a large difference is 

observed between the resultant atlas and the ground truth. ABSORB selects the median image on the learned 

manifold as a template, while SharpMean uses the adaptive weights to estimate a template. Therefore, the projected 

final atlases of these methods are closer to the ground truth than that of Group-mean, GWMI, and DDG in the 2D 

space in Figs. 6 (e) and (f). However, since a template image must be selected to initiate groupwise registration, a 

potential bias inevitably exists in the final atlases of ABSORB and SharpMean. Fig. 6 (g) shows that HUGS can 

obtain a relatively accurate result using the unpruned edges in the graph to guide the groupwise registration. Figs. 6 

(h) and (i) compare the result of the proposed graph shrinkage with the global and global+local weights. The 

differences between the warped images are small and these images are close to the ground truth.  

 

Fig. 7. Results of the synthetic dataset. (a) illustrates the edges and the results of the proposed method and HUGS in 

the first iteration. (b) illustrates the result of the proposed method. 

 

Given the similar results in the 2D space, a further comparison is performed to reveal the underlying differences 

between HUGS and the proposed method. Fig. 7 (a) shows the registration results of HUGS and the proposed 

method after the first iteration. The blue circles represent the original data, the solid blue dot represents the ground 

truth, and the solid red dots represent the warped images after the first iteration. The green regions contain the 

images in the dense distribution on the image manifold. The yellow and black lines indicate the edges of the graphs 

using HUGS and the proposed method, respectively. The redundant edges are included in the groupwise registration 

using HUGS. Hence, this method is very time-consuming. The proposed method uses a simplified edge set to detect 

the hidden relationship between two images, decreasing the number of edges. The red regions contain those images 

in the sparse distribution on the image manifold, and both methods show the similar edges. In these regions, the 

warping paths produced by the proposed method show larger displacements from the original images to the ground 

truth than those estimated by HUGS. These large displacements indicate that the allocation of dynamic weight 

increases the convergence speed. By incorporating the simplified edge set and dynamic weights, the proposed 

method not only maintains the accuracy level but also shrinks the graph at an increased speed. The resultant images 



of those sampled in Fig. 6 (a) are collected in Fig. 7 (b) to portray the effects of iterative registration using the 

proposed method. The warped images are almost identical and the final atlas is highly similar to the ground truth, as 

shown in the upper right of Fig. 7 (b). 

 

TABLE I

Required time, MSD, mean DSC and mean HDD of the different methods  

 
Group-mean GWMI DDG ABSORB SharpMean HUGS 

Proposed graph 

shrinkage with 

global weights 

Proposed graph 

shrinkage with 

global+local 

weights 

MSD 307.1 110.3 162.6 70.5 93.2 70.0 24.5 20.1 

Mean DSC64 

(%) 
54.2 82.3 81.6 93.5 90.9 91.8 94.4 95.1 

Mean DSC128 

(%) 
74.7 86.8 83.1 92.6 90.1 93.5 95.2 96.7 

Mean HDD64 

(pixel) 
12 3 5 3 2 1 1 1 

Mean HDD128 

(pixel) 
11 4 5 2 2 2 1 1 

Time 

 (hour) 
3.1 4.4 16.3 10.5 5.1 23.8 13.2 17.8 

In Table I, three metrics are computed to evaluate the registration accuracy of different methods. MSD between 

the intensities of the ground truth and the final atlases are presented in the second line. Given the two tissues with the 

labels, viz. 68 and 128, in the foreground of the synthetic images, the final atlases are segmented by thresholding to 

obtain the labels of these two tissues. The mean DSC and HDD for each tissue between the labels of 61 warped 

images and the final atlases are computed. The mean DSC64, mean DSC128, mean HDD64 and mean HDD128 

represent the corresponding values of DSC and HDD for the two tissues, respectively. To examine the advantages of 

the global+local weighting, the last two columns compare the registration accuracy of the proposed graph shrinkage 

with global weights and that with global+local weights. The small MSD and HDD and high DSC indicate a highly 

accurate registration result. Therefore, the proposed framework obtains a result more accurate than those of the 

other methods. Meanwhile, the proposed graph shrinkage with global+local weights achieves more accurate result 

than that obtained with global weights. This table also compares the time requirements of these methods. Since that 

the patch-wise registrations are used to compute the local weight, the proposed graph shrinkage with global+local 

weights consumes more time than that with global weights. The proposed method shrinks a graph with a simplified 

edge set rather than with the superfluous edge set link used in HUGS. Therefore, HUGS consumes more time than 

the proposed method. 



 

Fig. 8. Registration results and the corresponding comparisons with the ground truth. (a) shows the ground truth. (b), 

(d), (f), (h), (j), (l), (n) and (p) present the final atlases obtained by Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, ABSORB, 

SharpMean, HUGS, the proposed graph shrinkage with global weights and that with global+local weights, 

respectively. (c), (e), (g), (i), (k), (m), (o) and (q) show the corresponding error images. 

 

The graphical illustrations of the registration error measures are paired with the final atlases obtained by each 

method, and these atlases are then lined up with the ground truth in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 (a) shows the ground truth, Figs. 8 

(b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l), (n) and (p) show the results of Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, ABSORB, SharpMean, HUGS, 

the global+local with global weights and global+local weights, respectively, and Figs. 8 (c), (e), (g), (i), (k), (m), (o) 

and (q) show the corresponding error images. The warm and cold colors in these error images signify large and 

small errors, respectively. For the groupwise registration with the mean image as the template, the large area with 

the warm color in Fig. 8 (c) indicates a large error in the final atlas of Group-mean with the blurred mean images. 

For the groupwise registration with the selected image as a template, the biases in the selection introduce the error in 

the final atlas of GWMI and DDG in Figs. 8 (e) and (g). The areas with warm colors are reduced by using ABSORB 

and SharpMean with a sharp template that is close to the ground truth in Figs. 8 (i) and (k). HUGS and the proposed 

method use the graph to guide the groupwise registrations without a template. However, the unpruned edges in the 

graph used in HUGS decreases the accuracy of the result. Therefore, the proposed framework produces thinner error 

stripes around the margin than HUGS, particularly at the top of the atlas in Figs. 8 (m), (o) and (q). Meanwhile, the 

error of the atlas obtained by the proposed graph shrinkage with global+local weights is smaller in the local area 

than that with global weights. On the trade-off between computational time and accuracy, the proposed graph 

shrinkage with global+local weights obtains the most accurate result with the least computational demand. 

 



3.2 Evaluation for clinical dataset 

 

Fig. 9. 20 Clinical CT images with the liver segmentation (red area). 

 

As shown in Fig. 9, a collection of 20 clinical liver computed tomography (CT) images with segmentation results, 

in which large anatomical differences can be identified, is used for evaluation. Each image has different sizes and 

voxel resolutions. To achieve groupwise registration, each image in the dataset is affine aligned to the first image 

using the iterative closest point, a point cloud registration method [25]. All images are resampled and normalized to 

an identical size of 256 × 256 × 100 and voxel resolution of 1.48 mm × 1.48 mm × 1.00 mm.  

 



Fig. 10. Registration results in the different iteration. (a) shows the initial mean image. (b) and (c) show the 

intermediate images in the registration process using the proposed method. (d) shows the final registration result of 

the proposed method. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Registration process and results projected in a 2D space using PCA. (a) and (b) present the intermediate 

processes using the proposed method. (c) shows the final registration result using the proposed method. 

 

The affine-aligned images are warped to construct an atlas using the proposed algorithm. The initial mean image 

of the segmentation results in the input dataset, and the resultant mean images after the graph shrinkage at the end of 

the first, fifth, and ninth iterations are shown in Fig. 10 with their corresponding sagittal, coronal, and axial cross 

sections. The first and third rows of the figure show the mean images with intensities ranging from zero to one. An 

intensity close to one indicates a high similarity among the warped images. The more areas with intensities equal to 

one, the greater sharpness the mean image can reach. Figs. 10 (a) through (d) show the process of the mean images 

varying from fuzzy to sharp through iterations. The second and fourth rows of Fig. 10 show the color spectra that 

represent the sharpness of the corresponding mean images. The colors blue and red represent the lowest and highest 

intensities of the mean image, respectively. A redder spectrum indicates a higher similarity among the warped 

images. Figs. 10 (a) through (d) show that the colored margin of the liver measures the differences in the shapes of 

the warped images and represents the sharpness of the mean image. The margin of the liver in the initial mean image 

is blurry. Through iterations, the blurred regions are gradually reduced and the margin of the liver is sharpened, 

especially in the inferior border of the liver. The inner liver area with higher similarity colored dark red continues to 

expand through iterations and becomes the largest after the ninth iteration. Therefore, the resultant mean image can 

be the final liver probabilistic atlas. 

Fig. 11 further evaluates the results of the proposed algorithm. The original and warped liver images are projected 

in the 2D space using PCA to illustrate the groupwise registration process. The original liver images are marked in 

red dots, while the warped images at the first, fifth, and ninth iterations are marked in green dots. The green dots in 

Figs. 11 (a) through (c) converge toward the final atlas in a 2D space. Given the dynamic weight allocation, all 

images are gravitated toward the connected sets with a larger number of members. Therefore, no zigzag path is 

observed during graph shrinkage. 



 

Fig. 12. Intensity histogram of the mean images before and after the proposed groupwise registration. 

 

TABLE II  

Number of edges before and after the simplification in the proposed groupwise registration through iterations  

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

E  62 88 76 74 86 98 90 100 92 

E   46 60 48 45 56 58 50 62 53 

E  41 51 43 41 48 50 46 56 49 

 

Fig. 12 shows the histograms of the mean images of the liver segmentation before and after the proposed 

groupwise registration. The range of the included voxel intensity values is (0,1), and 100 bins in total are used (Nbin 

= 100). Before the groupwise registration process, most intensities of the liver in the initial mean image are close to 

zero and the distribution is cluttered, leading to the unsharp margin of the liver in the mean image. Given the large 

differences among the livers unregistered to the common space, the histogram of the initial mean image shows many 

peaks. These peaks reflect the anatomical variability across individual livers. However, after groupwise registration 

using the proposed method, the intensities are separated and clustered around zero and one, indicating a binary 

distribution. Here, the liver in the mean image has sharper contours. Using (26), the histogram entropy decreases 

from 0.946 to 0.523 as shown in Fig. 13 (a). The decreased entropy indicates that the intensity distribution is close to 

a binary distribution and that the liver boundaries are sharpened. 

To demonstrate the advantages of the graph with the simplified edge set, Table II compares the number of edges 

before and after the simplification of the superfluous inter- and intraclass edges as function of the number of 

iterations in the proposed method. The number of edges in the set  before simplification is shown in the second 

row of Table II. The superfluous inter- and intraclass edges are deleted by the method in edge simplification. The 

corresponding simplified edge sets are  and , respectively. The numbers of edges in these two sets appear in 

E

E E



the third and fourth rows of Table II. After simplification, the edges in the dynamic graph reduce in number with use 

of the proposed method. A larger number edges in the graph corresponds to a larger number of required registrations 

between images. Therefore, the computation time associated with individual registrations increases considerably. 

The proposed method removes redundant edges. A lower number of edges corresponds a more marked reduction in 

registration time and accumulated registration errors. Since the similarities between the images increase with 

iterations, the number of clusters decreases from five to three. The number of clusters will affect the result of the 

edges simplification. Fig. 13 (b) shows the number of intra- (black line) and interclass (red line) superfluous edges 

in each iteration. A greater number of images in a class corresponds to more intraclass superfluous edges in the 

graph. Therefore, an increased number of images in each class results in an increased number of intraclass 

superfluous edges as the number of clusters decreases. Given the separation between the center of one class and the 

member of another class, the number of interclass superfluous edges is always small. 

 

Fig. 13. Histogram entropy (a) and number of intra- and interclass superfluous edges (b) in each iteration. 

 

 

Fig. 14. Evolution of the NMI, DSC and HDD during the groupwise registration using the proposed method. 

 

For the obtained LPA, the intensity of each voxel reflects the probability that the voxel belongs to the liver. 

Therefore, a mean shape model can be extracted from the LPA by determining the threshold during pre-surgical 



analysis [26, 27]; this model can also be used as an intermediate template for pairwise registration [28, 29]. The 

threshold for the proposed method is adaptively determined based on similarities between the warped and mean 

images. NMI values between the 20 wrapped images and the mean image are shown in Fig. 14 (a). As shown in this 

figure, the dispersion in the similarities decreases through the iterations, indicating that the proposed method 

effectively decreases the differences across the images. The curve in this figure indicates that the mean NMI value 

increases. This mean NMI value is treated as the threshold at each iteration to segment liver from the mean image. 

The DSC and HDD between livers in the mean and warped images are calculated and shown in Figs. 14 (b) and (c), 

respectively. The DSC ratio gradually increases and the HDD gradually decreases with each iteration, indicating 

that the livers in the warped images converge to the mean liver and the similarities between them gradually increase. 

The variances of the DSC ratio and HDD also decrease as the number of iterations grows, showing a higher 

consistency of the registration results across the whole dataset. 

Fig. 15 shows the liver segmentation in the mean image at each iteration. Given the large differences among the 

original images, the initial liver segmentations demonstrate the roughness on the surface in Fig. 15 (a). The bumpy 

surface of the initial liver segmentation becomes smooth through iterations. In the ninth iteration, the similarities 

between the livers in the warped images are large, and the segmentation of the labeled liver is smooth. Therefore, 

this segmentation in the ninth iteration is a mean shape liver model. This mean shape model based on the proposed 

groupwise registration of a full liver dataset is a favorable average representation of liver shape. 

 

Fig. 15. Results of the shape model with the threshold. (a) Presents the result of original data, (b) to (j) show results 

of the first to ninth iterations, respectively. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a groupwise registration with global-local graph shrinkage in atlas construction. Local 

distributions of the dataset and local variations between the paired images are used to make the proposed graph 

shrinkage simplified and accurate. The proposed method is applied on synthetic and clinical datasets to evaluate its 

atlas construction performance. The experimental results of the proposed method are compared against those of 

Group-mean, GWMI, DDG, ABSORB, SharpMean and HUGS. The proposed method shows the least bias in graph 

shrinkage when applied on the synthetic dataset. The proposed method is also suitable for those datasets with 

different distributions. The graph constructed by the proposed method shows fewer number of edges, which reduces 

the error resulting from the larger number of registrations in the area with denser image distribution. The images in 

the area with sparse distribution are guided by weights and warped more rapidly toward a final atlas. Standard 



deviation, histogram entropy, NMI, MSD and DSC are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in 

the clinical dataset. Evaluation results indicate that our approach generates an accurate atlas efficiently.  
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6. Appendix 

Appendix A. Example of the Fuzzy Clustering for the Optimal Threshold Computation  

An example is given in this appendix to illustrate the process of the fuzzy clustering in the proposed method. 

Giving a symmetric similarity matrix R for a set of 7 images as: 

1

0 1

0.1 0 1

0 0.9 0.7 1

0.8 0 0.6 0 1

0.9 0.8 0 0.9 0.7 1

0.6 0.9 0.1 0 0.5 0.4 1

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
  

R                                                      (A.1) 

Then, R
2
, R

4
 and R

8
 are computed by the max-min composed operation. Then, R

4
 is equal to R

8
: 

8 4 2 2 ( ) ( )

1

0.9 1

0.7 0.7 1

0.9 0.9 0.7 1

0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 1

0.9 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.8 1

0.9 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.9 1

  

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
  

R R R R R R R R

                                                      (A.2) 

The minimum transitive closure matrix 4( )t R R .  Through the max-min composed operation, the values in the 

matrix become larger, and the number of the different values become fewer. There are four non-zero values in ( )t R , 

and we have ˆ , 1,2,3,4
q

H q  , where 1
ˆ 1H  , 2

ˆ 0.9H  , 3
ˆ 0.8H  , 4

ˆ 0.7H  . The different thresholds [0,1]th  are 

chosen to cluster the images. If ( )
i j

t R ( , [1,7]i j ) is bigger than the threshold, images i
I  and j

I  are clustered in 

the same class. Fig. A1 illustrates the process of the fuzzy cluster. The range of the threshold is divided into four 

parts: [1,0.9)th , [0.9,0.8)th , [0.8,0.7)th , and [0.7,0]th . When the threshold is chosen in [1,0.9) , the 

clustering result              1 2 3 4 5 6 7I I I I I I I       is obtained. Here, {.} represents that the images in it 

belong to the same class. When the threshold is chosen in [0.9,0.8) , the clustering result 

     1 2 4 6 7 5 3, , , ,I I I I I I I   is obtained. When the threshold is chosen in [0.8,0.7) , the clustering result 



   1 2 4 5 6 7 3, , , , ,I I I I I I I  is obtained. When the threshold is chosen in [0.7,0] , all the images are clustered into the 

same class as  1 2 3 4 5 6 7, , , , , ,I I I I I I I . These results suggest that ˆmin( ) 0.7
q

H   can cluster all the images into a 

class, so all the images are linked. Meanwhile, ˆmin( )
q

H  is the maximum threshold in the range that clusters all the 

images into a class, so the number of the filtered edges by ˆmin( )
q

H  is minimal. So, the edge set filtered by 

ˆmin( )
q

H  satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, and ˆmin( )
q

H  is the optimal H. In the graph construction, if  ˆminij qR H , 

images i
I  and 

j
I  are linked with edge. Fig. A2 illustrates the constructed graphs by different thresholds, where Fig. 

A2(c) is the graph with the optimal threshold. 

 

Fig. A1. The process of the fuzzy cluster 

 

 

Fig. A2. The constructed graphs by different thresholds. (a) threshold is 0.9, (b) threshold is 0.8, (c) threshold is 0.7. 

 

Appendix B. The Mixture Structure of the Simplified Graph 

After the simplification of the edge set, the graph is a mixture of the mesh and the tree structures. Tree is the 

structure of a connected graph without cycles. In graph theory, cycle is a path starting and ending on the same node 

in Fig. B1. Therefore, any two nodes are connected by one path in the tree structure. Mesh is the structure of a 

connected graph in which each node is linked with more than two edges. And the cycle exists in the mesh structure.  



 

Fig. B1. Example of the cycle 

 

In each class, MST is introduced to simplify the intraclass redundant edges. Based on the graph displayed in Fig. 

2, Fig. B2 shows the structures in different classes before and after simplification. 

 

Fig. B2. Simplification result of each class 

 

In Fig. B2, the structure in each class is simplified to be a tree. The edge between any two nodes in each class is 

weighted by the Euclidean distance on the manifold learned in the section of Graph construction. The larger 

distance is identified between the two nodes, the lower accuracy of the registration between the corresponding 

images will be obtained. Therefore, the tree structure with the minimum edge weight is a connected graph whose 

shrinkage will obtain the maximum accuracies of the registrations. 

 

Fig. B3. Structure between the different classes 

 

Between the different classes, structure with cycle is reserved after the simplification. The mesh structure is 

identified between different classes. Based on the graph displayed in Fig. 2, the mesh structure between class 1 and 



2 after simplification is shown in Fig. B3. The mesh structure links more nodes from the different classes than the 

tree structure. And the corresponding images from the different classes are rapidly driven by the mesh structure 

towards each other. 

 

Appendix C. Proof of the negative derivative 

In the (k+1)
th 

iteration, images  iI k  and  j
I k  are warped by  iT k  and  j

T k , respectively. The resultant 

images  +1iI k  and  +1
j

I k  is obtained. The deformation  1
ij

s k   between  +1iI k  and  1
j

I k   is 

concatenated: 

        11
ij i ij j

s k T k s k T k
                                                           (C.1) 

According to (9),  1

i
T k

  is equal to: 

    1 exp
i i

T k v k
                                                                 (C.2) 

Substituting (8), (21) and (C.2) to (C.1): 

           exp 1 exp exp exp
ij i ij j

v k v k v k v k                                    (C.3) 

where  1
ij

v k   is the optimal velocity field from  +1iI k  to  1
j

I k .  j
v k   is the velocity which is computed 

using (20) for  j
I k . 

According to BCH formula [30],  1
ij

v k   is: 

            1
ij i ij ji j i

v k v k v k v k v k                                         (C.4) 

where ji
  denotes the linearization of the left translation from the space of  j

v k  to  iv k . Therefore:  

    
1

N

i ij ji j
i

v k e v k

                                                                (C.5) 

And, given the left-invariant structure of the diffeomorphism group [31], the left invariant metric is obtained for 

ji
 . Therefore: 

     22

j ji j
v k v k                                                               (C.6) 

Based on ij
v , the groupwise energy is: 

              2 2

, 1

Groupwise-Energy = 1 = 1
N

ij ij ij
i j

div F k F k F k F k e v k v k


              (C.7) 

According to (C.4),   2

1
ij

v k   is equal to: 

            22

1
ij i ij ji j i

v k v k v k v k v k                               (C.8) 

Substituting (C.8) to (C.7),  F k  is: 

           2 2

, 1

N

ij i ij ji j ij
i j

F k e v k v k v k v k


                                     (C.9) 

where   2

ij
v k  and        2

i ij ji j
v k v k v k    can be rewritten as    ij ij

v k v k，  and



             i ij ji j i ij ji jv k v k v k v k v k v k     ， .  ，  is the inner product. Through the distributive 

law,              i ij ji j i ij ji jv k v k v k v k v k v k     ，  is equal to: 

                 

                
= , +

2 , +

i ij ji j i ij ji j ij ij

ij i ji j i ji j i ji j

v k v k v k v k v k v k v k v k

v k v k v k v k v k v k v k

       

        

，

，
 

(C.10) 

Substituting (C.10) to (C.9),  F k  is: 

                    
, 1 , 1

(I) (II)

2 , ,
N N

ij ij i ji j ij i ji j i ji j
i j i j

F k e v k v k v k e v k v k v k v k
 

                   (C.11) 

According to (C.5) and (C.6), terms (I) and (II) in (C.11) are calculated: 

          

        

       

 

, 1 , 1

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

2

,

I , ,

, ,

, ,

2

N N

ij ij i ij ij ji j
i j i j

N N N N N

ij ij i ij ij ij ji j
i j j i i

N N N N N

ij ij ij ij ij ij ij i
i j j j i

ij ij ij
i j

e v k v k e v k v k

e v k v k e v k e v k

e v k e w v k e v k v k

e w v k
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4
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N N N N
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N N
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N
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                     (C.13) 

Therefore,       2

. 1

4 1
N

ij ij ij ij
i j

F k e w w v k


     
 

. If i
I  is only directly connected to an image 

j
I , 

ij
w  is equal 

to one; otherwise,  0,1
ij

w  . For the groupwise registration, 3N  , therefore, there is an image linking to multiple 

images at least in the proposed connected graph G  and    
., 1

1 0,1
N

ij
i j

w


   can not be equal to zero. Given 

 0,1
ij

w  ,    
., 1

1 0,1
N

ij
i j

w


   and   2

0
ij

v k  ,  F k  and derivative of the groupwise energy are negative. 
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Highlights 

 An atlas is constructed based on a graph which is automatically built to model the global 

distribution of the dataset on the image manifold without a priori templates. 

 Higher computational efficiency through requiring fewer edges is achieved by maintaining 

the local distributions on the image manifold. 

 Improved accuracy of the resultant atlas by capturing both global and local variations of each 

image on the manifold in the graph shrinkage process. 

 Compared with six state-of-the-art methods on synthetic and clinical datasets, results of the 

proposed method show a competitive performance. 
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